
Perimeter Joint Sealing Solutions for Shower Trays and Baths
Installing TileBud: Option 4 Instruction Sheet

Install TileBud into a new or 

existing ledge/wall joint

Install TileBud during   

installation of a tray or bath

Option 1a: 2-wall enclosures

Option 1b: 2/3-wall enclosures

Install TileBud over a shower 

tray or bath ledge.

Install TileBud over a tray 

with an integral tiling upstand 
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Install TileBud over a shower tray or bath ledge.
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Cut strip to extend over ledge/wall joint.

5/6. Resting strip on the ledge, progressively remove the release liner and bond strip to wall.
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3. Apply masking tape over ledge 7mm out from wall. 4. Tear off perforated strip lower portion.
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Remove 

masking 

tape.

Rub up
sealant
to form
a fillet
over 
joint.

Apply

sealant

over the 

strip/ledge

joint.
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Tape strip back away from wall. 10

Spread thinly.

Apply adhesive thinly.

Bond strip to wall.

Press strip 
into corner(s).

Mark strip

outline on wall.
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Clean ledge.
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Installation Option 4. 

When installing TileBud over a ledge/wall joint, the fleece free surface faces the installer. 

Alignment

Card.

10-12. Bond strip to wall using an approved non-solvent polymer adhesive, cementitious liquid
wall waterproofing compound or a tile adhesive. Sealux-N can be used as the strip adhesive on
most shower wall substrates, but first apply masking tape outside the strip upper and end
boundaries to prevent smearing silicone on wall. Ensure the strip extends fully into wall corners.


